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1 Introduction

The past decade has witnessed many new theories and applications for statis-
tical machine learning. However, most of statistical machine learning tech-
niques are for a predetermined situation; it is static and inflexible; it has
flat structure and only deal with attribute (random variable) without any
concept of objects. To some extent, these limitations make it hard to apply
Bayesian networks to representing complex, structured, and flexible domains.
On the other hand, first order logic or relational data model have been used
in AI and database communities to have a more expressive representation for
data relations. But for learning and inference purposes, they suffer from the
disability of modeling the uncertenty of the world.

To address those problems, an interesting research direction is combining
relational data model or first order logic with probablity to have probab-
listic relational learning. On one side, researchers have introduced proba-
bility directly into the proof procedure of logic programmings, for example,
stochastic logic programs (SLP) []. On the other hand, researchers have com-
bined relational data model with probablity in a way more like extensions
of Bayesian networks, for example, probabilistic relational models (PRM) [3]
and Bayesian logic programs [1]. In this paper, we try to utilize these new
models to address some machine learning problems.

The paper contains two slightly diverse topics. First, we propose new
methods of sampling the Bayesian network structures using stochastic logic
programs. Then we present a new algorithm for classifying texts based on
probabilistic relational models. This two topics will be discussed in part 1
and 2 of this paper respectively.
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2 Part 1: Sampling BN Structures using SLP

An SLP can efficiently define a prior over Bayesian nets as follows [].
bn([],[],[]).

bn([RV—RVs],BN,AncBN):-
bn(RVs, BN2, AncBN2, connectnocycles(RV,BN2, AncBN2, BN, AncBN).

% An edge: RV parent of H 1/3:: whichedge([H|T ], RV, [H−RV |Rest])‘ :
−chooseedges(T, RV, Rest).%Anedge : HparentofRV 1/3 :: whichedge([H|T ], RV, [RV −
H|Rest])‘ : −chooseedges(T, RV, Rest).%Noedge1/3 :: whichedge([H |T ], RV, Rest)‘ :
−chooseedges(T, RV, Rest).

Cussens [], and Angelopoulos and Cussens [] use SLP for sampling Bayesian
model structures. They use the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm to sample from
the

Second, I plan to study some existed approaches for combing attribute
and relational learning [1, 3, 2]. Among them, Bayesian logic programs [1]
and probabilistic relational models [3] are especially interesting to me.

Third, I can either write a review paper on investigating those approaches
and related learning methods [4], or try to develop classification and cluster-
ing techniques for relational data based on these existed models.

In short, I think it is promising to combine attribute and relational learn-
ing from a Bayesian perspective. Some initial works have been done in this
direction. I hope my work could add more interesting results to this research
direction.

3 Part 2: Relational Bayesian Text Classifi-

cation

4 Conclusions

5 Alternative Plans
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